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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a network architecture
for realizing a group-based communication to solve issues of
the Internet such as lack of security and low information
S/N (Signal to Noise) ratio. We design a network architec-
ture based on a multiple-association model. The proposed
network architecture can realize high information S/N ratio
by constructing multiple groups for different communication
purposes, and can also realize security by logically separating
those groups. An existing user terminal cannot be associated
with multiple groups. Hence, in our network architecture,
multiple groups are terminated at a gateway called SA (Se-
curity Agent), which realizes multiple association to several
groups. A user terminal is directly connected to a Web
concentrator running on SA. Similarly to a portal Web site, a
Web concentrator aggregates contents from multiple groups,
and transmits the aggregated contents to a user terminal.
Several networking technologies for realizing group-based
communications have been proposed. From the comparative
evaluation of those networking technologies, we show that
(1) SSL-VPN is suitable for access networks connecting a
user terminal and SA, and that (2) MPLS-VPN is suitable
for the backbone network connecting SAs. We also show that
the proposed network architecture realizes security and high
information S/N ratio for Web-based applications.

1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, various social activities have been

rapidly shifting into networked environment [1]. Such

tendency originates from prompt advancement of infor-

mation and communication technologies, such as speed

improvement and cost reduction in information process-

ing technologies and explosive deployment of networking

technologies such as the Internet. Moreover, those ad-

vanced technologies change the style of communications

because of rationalization and diversification of social

activities [2], [3]. For instance, several advanced network

services and systems, such as electronic commerce, infor-

mation appliances, and home security systems, have been

realized and started to be widely deployed.

Users’ requirements on a network have been special-

ized, and therefore several problems of the existing Inter-

net have been pointed out in recent years. For instance,

the Internet is now a part of our society’s infrastructure;

users can easily access the Internet with just sharing

small cost. However, they are faced with security issues

by malicious activities (e.g., spam mails and/or phishing

mails [4]). Such serious issues of the Internet are basically

the side effect of its global connectivity. Namely, in the

Internet, connectivity among geographically widespread

users is realized using the unique address information, the

IP address. Hence, once address information is known by

a malicious user, it is theoretically difficult to prevent such

security attacks.

Users’ requirements on a network have therefore

been gradually changing from connectivity/cost to secu-

rity/reliability. Hence, many users have been demanding a

new type of network, which can provide several types of

communications in a secure and reliable fashion.

We believe a group-based communication, which re-

stricts reachability only to users belonging to a specific

group, is a promising technology for solving several

security issues of the Internet. In a group-based communi-

cation, multiple groups are formed for different purposes,

and reachability to users outside a group is strictly con-

trolled. This realizes secure communication among users

belonging to the same group. However, when multiple

groups are formed for different purposes, the number of

accessible users is much smaller than that of the Internet. It

is expected that by forming groups, unnecessary informa-

tion (i.e., noise) is not likely to be received by a user. As a

side effect, when uses’ purposes are further diversified, it is

expected that necessary information (i.e., signal) is also not

likely to be received by a user. Consequently, inadequate

application of a group-based communication may lead

to information S/N (Signal to Noise) ratio degradation,

resulting in poor communication environment.

For increasing the information S/N ratio while main-

taining appropriate level of security, multiple associa-
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tion, where users simultaneously associate with multiple

groups, should be one of promising solutions [5]. How-

ever, it is not trivial for a user to be associated with

multiple groups with the existing networking technologies.

In this paper, we propose a group-based communication

architecture for enabling multiple association with conven-

tional networking technologies. In the group-based com-

munication architecture, a gateway called SA (Security

Agent) realizes multiple association to multiple groups.

User terminals are connected to a Web concentrator run-

ning on SA. Similarly to a portal Web site, the Web

concentrator aggregates contents from multiple groups and

transmits the aggregated contents to a user terminal.

Several networking technologies for realizing group-

based communications have been proposed. Based on

comparative evaluation of those networking technologies,

we show that (1) SSL-VPN is suitable for access networks

connecting a user terminal and SA, and that (2) MPLS-

VPN is suitable for the backbone network connecting SAs.

The organization of this paper is as follows. In Sec-

tion 2, problems of conventional networking technology

and an approach for solving those problems are explained.

In Section 3, a proposed network model for realizing a

group-based communication is discussed. Section 4 com-

paratively evaluates several communication technologies,

which are applicable to our proposed network model, and

discusses the design principle of the network architecture

for the group-based communication. Section 5 presents

the overview of the proposed network architecture, and

qualitatively evaluates its characteristics. Finally, Section 6

concludes this paper.

2. PROBLEMS OF CONVENTIONAL NETWORKING

TECHNOLOGIES

A. The Internet

The communication model of the Internet is illustrated

in Fig. 1. In the Internet, since all users share the unique

address space, a user can identify other users based on

the address information. For instance, in Fig. 1, when user

#1 knows the addresses of users #2 and #3, user #1 can

communicate with these users.

However, in the Internet, since reachability to all users

is maintained, a user may receive/send information from/to

an unexpected user. For instance, in Fig. 1, since user

#1 receives information from users #4 and #5, user #1

may receive undesired information such as spam mails.

By receiving undesired information from the unexpected

user, the amount of noise increases so that the information

S/N ratio is degraded. Moreover, since user #1 may send

information to an unexpected user #6 due to phishing

or misoperation, confidential information of user #1 such

#1

#2

#3

#4 #5

#6

normal user

malicious user

Fig. 1: Communication model of the Internet; since reach-

ability to all users is maintained, a user may

receive/send information from/to an unexpected

user.

identifier

entity

group#1

#2

#3

#4

#5

Fig. 2: Communication model of a group-based commu-

nication; by restricting connectivity within groups,

information leakage to other groups and informa-

tion receipt from other groups are prevented.

as personal information may be disclosed. Possibility

to transmit information to an unexpected user degrades

security. Global reachability is the essential feature of

the Internet, but such global reachability is not always

desirable. Hence, in recent years, users’ requirements on

a network have been gradually changing from connectiv-

ity/cost to security/reliability.

B. Group-based Communication

We believe a group-based communication, which re-

stricts reachability only to users belonging to a specific

group, is a promising technology for solving several se-

curity issues caused by global reachability of the Internet.

In this paper, a group is a logical set of entities, and an

entity is a communication endpoint (Fig. 2). By restricting

connectivity within a group, information leakage to other

groups and information receipt from other groups are pre-

vented. With a group-based communication, diverse social

activities can be shifted into a communication network in

a straightforward way.

By forming groups according to user’s requirements, it

is expected that unnecessary information (i.e., noise) is not

likely to be received by a user. As a side effect, when user’
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requirements are further diversified, it is expected that nec-

essary information (i.e., signal) is not likely to be received

by a user. Consequently, inadequate application of a group-

based communication may cause degraded information

S/N ratio, leading poor communication environment.

C. Multiply Associated Communication

For alleviating the limitation of conventional group-

based communications, it is desirable for a user to be

able to form multiple groups according to communication

requirements, and to be simultaneously associated with

those multiple groups. Security is improved by forming

a closed group. Also, by selectively associating with mul-

tiple groups according to user’s requirements, information

S/N ratio is improved.

However, it is not trivial for a user terminal to be

associated with multiple groups simultaneously with exist-

ing networking technologies. For instance, with the VPN

(Virtual Private Networks) technology, a user can simulta-

neously be associated with multiple VPNs (i.e., groups).

However, in this case, if the address space overlaps among

different VPNs, the destination address of information

cannot be identified, leading loss of connectivity.

3. PROPOSED NETWORK MODEL

We propose a network model shown in Fig. 3, which

realizes multiple association with conventional networking

technologies. In this network model, the backbone network

is composed of multiple groups (e.g., VPNs). Each group

is terminated by a gateway called SA (Security Agent).

SA is logically associated with every user terminal. SA

enables a user to be associated with multiple groups

according to user’s requirements.

Also, SA provides a function called a Web concentra-

tor. Web concentrator provides a function of virtual tab

browsing for a Web browser running on a user terminal.

A user terminal and its associated SA are connected using

a point-to-point communication. For maintaining security,

it is desirable that the connection between a user terminal

and SA is constructed by a group-based communication

(e.g., VPN).

A Web concentrator aggregates contents from multiple

groups, and provides a function of virtual tab browsing

to a user terminal. Thus, a user can access multiple

groups in a straightforward way. A user terminal is the

device operated by a user participating in the group-

based communication. A user communicates with multiple

groups using a general-purpose Web browser running on a

user terminal. Several operations to groups (e.g., selection,

creation, change, and deletion) are performed through a

Web interface. Thus, a Web concentrator provides an in-

tuitive user interface for the group-based communication.

#1

#2

#3

#4

group A

group B

group C

groupuser terminal

SA1

SA2 SA4

SA3

SA

Fig. 3: Proposed network model, which realizes multi-

ple association with conventional networking tech-

nologies.
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group BSA
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Fig. 4: A Web concentrator aggregates contents from mul-

tiple groups, and provides a virtual tab browsing

feature to a user terminal.

Since a user utilizes a general-purpose Web browser, no

change to a user terminal is necessary.

4. NETWORKING TECHNOLOGIES FOR GROUP-BASED

COMMUNICATION

For implementing the proposed network model, it is

quite important to design access networks and the back-

bone network appropriately.

We therefore discuss suitable communication tech-

nologies for implementing the proposed network model

by examining general requirements for a group-based

communication and comparatively evaluating conventional

communication technologies.

A. Requirements for Group-based Communication

In this paper, for taking account of emergent require-

ments on security and safety, we focus on connectivity,

generality, and security among all general requirements

for a group-based communication.

• Connectivity

For connectivity, both portability and scalability are

required. In a group-based communication, it is de-

sirable to realize several types of communications

among entities by connecting not only fixed terminals

but also mobile terminals. So, portability is required.

Moreover, since it is important to accommodate many
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groups and many user terminals in the network,

scalability is also required.

• Generality

It is necessary to think of generality from two dif-

ferent viewpoints: operating layer and performance.

In a group-based communication, it is desirable that

a user can communicate with entities using generic

applications, and for realizing high compatibility with

the conventional networking technologies. Therefore,

it is desirable for a group-based communication to be

implemented at a lower layer. Moreover, for enabling

audio and video applications, it is desirable that

communication performance between entities is high

enough to accommodate those bandwidth-demanding

applications.

• Security

For security, closed communication and encryption

are required. One of the goals of the group-based

communication is security. By restricting reachability

within a specific group, security issues such as spam

mails and phishing can be solved. However, when a

closed network is constructed as an overlay network

on a public network infrastructure, restricting reach-

ability with a specific group is not sufficient for pre-

venting malicious users from intercepting/falsifying

communication. It is necessary to prevent such ma-

licious usage. In a group-based communication, it is

therefore necessary to encrypt communication con-

tents.

B. Comparative Evaluation

Based on these requirements, we comparatively evaluate

conventional networking technologies. As evaluation crite-

ria, we focus on connectivity (portability and scalability),

generality (operating layer and performance), and security

(closed communication and encryption).

For each criterion, seven major communication tech-

nologies (i.e., MPLS-VPN [6], IPsec VPN [7], SSL-

VPN [8], SNS [9], SMTP [10], JXTA [11], and

MyNetSpace [12]) are evaluated. Table I summarizes our

evaluation results.

• MPLS-VPN [6]

An entity in MPLS-VPN corresponds to a virtual

network interface, and it is identified by a layer 3

address (i.e., IP address). A user terminal is generally

connected to a network managed by a carrier or a

network service provider. Communication contents

are not encrypted. Security cannot be maintained

when a user terminal moves out of a LAN managed

by a VPN gateway. It is difficult to utilize MPLS

for remote access; i.e., MPLS lacks portability. It

has high scalability since MPLS has a label stacking

feature.

• IPsec VPN [7]

An entity in IPsec VPN corresponds to a virtual

network interface, and it is identified by a layer 3

address (i.e., IP address). IPsec VPN can be used on

many OSs, but it lacks flexibility regarding change

in a user terminal due to its complexity and difficult

configuration. So, portability of IPsec VPN is not

sufficient. Since IPsec VPN adopts a client-server

architecture, an IPsec VPN server is likely to be the

bottleneck; i.e., IPsec VPN lacks scalability in terms

of the number of user terminals. Since IPsec VPN

is used on the Internet, communication contents are

generally encrypted.

• SSL-VPN [8]

An entity in SSL-VPN corresponds to an SSL mod-

ule, and it is identified by an IP address and a

port number. Since SSL-VPN adopts a client-server

architecture, it lacks scalability. Generally, commu-

nication contents are encrypted using SSL. SSL-

VPN is similar to IPsec VPN, but they operate at

different layers. Since SSL-VPN can be utilized with

a general-purpose Web interface, it is superior to

IPsec VPN in terms of portability.

• SNS [9]

An entity in SNS corresponds to a user’s virtual per-

sonality, and is identified by its account information.

Even though SNS is generally based on a client-

server architecture, it may realize high scalability by

aggregating processing for different users at a server.

Since SNS can be utilized with a general-purpose

Web interface, it has high portability.

• SMTP [10]

An entity in SMTP corresponds to an MUA (Mail

User Agent), and it is identified by a mail address.

Since SMTP virtually constructs a connectionless

network, it has high scalability. SMTP has high

portability since access from an arbitrary site can

be realized by maintaining reachability from a user

terminal to a mail server. In SMTP, communication

contents are generally not encrypted.

• JXTA [11]

An entity in JXTA corresponds to a peer, and it is

identified by a peer identifier. Since JXTA adopts a

P2P architecture, it has high scalability. In JXTA,

communication contents are encrypted using SSL.

Since JXTA can be utilized with an application run-

ning on a Java VM (Virtual Machine), it has high

portability.
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TABLE I
COMPARATIVE EVALUATION OF CONVENTIONAL COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGIES

MPLS IPsec VPN SSL-VPN SNS SMTP JXTA MyNetSpace

connectivity
portability × � © © © © ×
scalability © × × © © © ×

generality
operating layer 3 3 5 7 7 7 3

performance © × × × × × ©
security

closed communication © © © © × © ©
encryption × © © × © © ×

©: possible �: partly possible ×: impossible or require non-standard mechanism

• MyNetSpace [12]

An entity in MyNetSpace corresponds to a network

interface, and it is identified by an IP address. Since

MyNetSpace adopts a centralized network architec-

ture, it lacks scalability. Since MyNetSpace requires

non-standard and OS-specific feature and configura-

tions, it lacks portability. In MyNetSpace, communi-

cation contents are not encrypted.

C. Networking Technology for Access Networks

According to our evaluation results, we choose the most

desired communication technology for implementing ac-

cess networks of our proposed network model. For access

networks, portability, encryption, and operating layer are

particularly important.

• Portability

In our proposed network model, SA operates as an

access point for a user terminal. It is necessary to

accommodate not only fixed terminals but also mobile

terminals. Therefore, it is desirable for our proposed

network model to be accessible not only from fixed

terminals but also from mobile terminals.

• Encryption

For fulfilling portability, supporting accesses from

different terminals and from different locations is

necessary. Thus, encryption of the communication

contents is mandatory for realizing security.

• Operating layer

Since a Web-based access is assumed from a user

terminal to SA, operating layer should be lower than

layer 7. Otherwise, type of usable applications is

limited.

Since we assume one-to-one mapping between a user

terminal and SA, scalability is not required.

From these observations and our evaluation results in

Tab. I, we conclude that SSL-VPN is suitable for access

networks connecting a user terminal and SA.

D. Networking Technology for Backbone Network

According to our evaluation results, we choose the most

desired communication technology for implementing the

backbone network of our proposed network model. For the

backbone network, scalability and performance should be

of great importance.

• Scalability

For realizing various social activities on our proposed

network model, it is necessary to support a large

number (e.g., millions) of SAs. Also, it is necessary

to support a large number (e.g., ten of thousands) of

groups.

• Performance

Since the backbone network is shared by many users

for different purposes, transmission performance for

supporting various types of applications, such as

video and voice applications, is required. However,

since network resources are shared by different types

of users, it is not necessary to realize completely

equal fairness; instead, network resources should be

allocated to each user according to their requirements

using, for example, a sort of priority control.

Since we assume that the backbone network is managed

by a carrier or a network service provider, encryption of

the communication contents is not mandatory. Also, since

we assume SA is fixed, portability is not required.

From these observations and our evaluation results in

Tab. I, we conclude that MPLS-VPN is suitable for the

backbone network connecting SAs.

5. QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION

Finally, we present the overview of our network ar-

chitecture based on the multiple-association model, and

quantitatively evaluate its effectiveness.

In our proposed network architecture, MPLS-VPN is

applied to the backbone network for realizing high scala-

bility and performance. Multiple VPNs are constructed for

different purposes. These VPNs are terminated by SAs.

SA terminates multiple VPNs according to user’s require-

ments. SSL-VPN is used for access networks connecting

a user terminal and SA for realizing high portability. A

Web concentrator is equipped on SA. A Web concentrator

aggregates contents from multiple groups, and transmits
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the aggregated contents to a user terminal. A user can

selectively access multiple VPNs using tab browsing in-

terface.

For the group-based communication, connectivity, gen-

erality, and security are important factors. In what follows,

effectiveness of our proposed network architecture in terms

of these three factors is discussed.

• Connectivity

Our proposed network architecture has high porta-

bility; it enables for users to access SAs from an

arbitrary site via the Internet using SSL-VPN.

Scalability of the proposed network architecture sim-

ply depends on the scalability of MPLS-VPN itself

since a large number of SAs must be accommodated

in the network. MPLS-VPN has high scalability be-

cause of its label stacking feature, so that a large

number of SAs can be accommodated in the network.

• Generality

Our proposed network architecture has modest gener-

ality; since our proposed network architecture relies

on a Web concentrator for realizing multiple associa-

tion, only Web-based applications can be used on our

proposed network architecture.

Performance of the proposed network architecture

should be limited not by the performance of the

backbone network but by the performance of a Web

concentrator in access networks. Performance of a

Web concentrator is a sort of design issues; there

should be some trade-offs among performance and

cost. Note that the performance of a Web concentrator

can be improved by parallelization of multiple Web

concentrators.

• Security

Our proposed network architecture realizes high se-

curity using VPNs in both access networks and the

backbone network. In access networks, communica-

tion contents are encrypted with SSL. In the backbone

network, communication contents are not encrypted

since SAs are managed by a career or a network

service provider.

From these quantitative evaluation results, we conclude

that, even though its usage is limited to Web-based ap-

plications, our proposed network architecture can realize

secure communication with high information S/N ratio

using the conventional user terminals.

6. CONCLUSION

In the Internet, global reachability is provided. However,

several issues, such as lack of security and low information

S/N ratio, have been caused by such global reachabil-

ity. To solve these issues, we have proposed a network

architecture for realizing a group-based communication.

Our proposed network architecture is based on a multiple-

association model. In this network, multiple groups are

terminated at SAs, which realizes multiple association to

several groups. A user terminal is directly connected to a

Web concentrator. Similarly to a portal Web site, a Web

concentrator aggregates contents from multiple groups,

and transmits the aggregated contents to a user termi-

nal. From comparative evaluation results of conventional

networking technologies, we have shown that (1) SSL-

VPN is suitable for access networks connecting a user

terminal and SA, and that (2) MPLS-VPN is suitable for

the backbone network connecting multiple SAs. We have

also shown that, even though its usage was limited to Web-

based applications, our proposed network architecture

could realize secure communication with high information

S/N ratio using the conventional user terminals.
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